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Hoffmann     "I am beginning to forget the names of the
places in which I was most frightened
"It is almost the same with me,' said Gafcfcres, with a
smile in his eyes * But then I was frightened so often—at
Verdun, on the Somme on the Marne !
Gustav Hoffmann glanced at the medals on the breast of
the French officer
That is impossible ' You have the Croix de Guerre with
palms, and other decorations for valour It is true that I had
the Iron Cross of the second class, but one could hardly
escape that without being shot for cowardice I was, of
course, a coward, but I succeeded in bluffing through Per
haps because I was a Jew I had to pretend more than others
Gau&res sipped his German beer thoughtfully
"That was extreme courage/ he said, after shutting the
lid of his beer mug according to German etiquette "It is
the effort of will-power to hide one s fear which is most difficult,
and perhaps most heroic
Gustav Hoffmann penetrated his war time psychology
"There were moments in the war when I was actually
paralysed with fear It was a kind of shell shock I became
ngid I could not even turn my head I sweated in the
palms of the hands I was just a lump of living terror
"How could it be otherwise ? asked Gafcfcres "There
are some experiences which are beyond the resistance of the
human brain and beyond the control of human pride
"I remember being in a billet somewhere on the Somme
It was, I think, at a place called M&icourt It was the rums
4>f an old barn and not too uncomfortable Better than a dug-
out with its graveyard smell I was playing cards with two
young officers, and saw that they were nervous every tune a
sljeB passed overhead They hadn t been at the front long
ettough to know the sound of shells and the difference between
those on their way to other parts of the line and those requiring
immediate anxiety I became noisy over the cards, to put
them at ease I claimed a trick which wasn't mine, in order

